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Good afternoon and thank you, Chairman Hennessey, Chairman Samuelson and members of the

House Aging Committee, for the opportunity to come before you and testify this morning.

I am Russ McDaid, and I am the President and CEO of the Pennsylvania Health Care

Association, better known as PHCA.

I truly appreciate the opportunity to discuss House 81112549 with you, the proposed amendment

to the Older Adult Protective Services Act. Since December 2015, when the PEAKE decision

rendered the existing language relating to prohibited hires under the Older Aduit Protective

Services Act unconstitutional, PHCA has supported a'fix' to the law. As you are well aware,

since December 2015, no new statutory or regulatory language has been established to remedy

the flaws identified in the PEAKE decision. Long-term care employers and providers in PA have

had to navigate the hiring process themselves using broad guidance from the administrative

agencies, without the 'safety net' of a state-regulated list.

Before I discuss other aspects of House Bill 2549, as well as the new proposed tiers, I'd like to

give you some background on PHCA and why we're here to testify this morning. Our

Association advocates for compassionate, quality long-term care for Pennsylvania's elderly and

disabied residents. Our members are for-profit, non-profit and government long-tern care

providers who provide around-the-clock care. That includes skilled nursing facilities, or nursing

homes, personal care homes and assisted living residences, retirement communities and other

multi-level care campuses. Their top priority is to provide quality health care and quality of life

for those entrusted to their care.

There are approximately 700 nursing facilities here in Pennsylvania, and more than 1,200

assisted living residences and personal care homes. There are more than 88,000 nursing home

residents and 66,000 assisted living and personal care residents. And the long-term care sector

employs more than 83,000 people throughout the state.

However, make no mistake about it: there is an alarming crisis within the long-teffn care sector,

both in Pennsylvania and across the country. Focusing specifically on the Commonwealth, our

sector is simply struggling to survive due to insufficient Medicaid funding, a truly awful legal

climate, and crippling regulatory burdens from both the federal and state government.

Pennsylvania is a place where prospective providers think twice before considering an

investment. At a time when the national economy is experiencing rapid growth, and other sectors

are seeing more opportunities than ever, long-term care providers find themselves very much in

crisis due to chronic underfunding, burdensome regulations, and public scrutiny.

In addition to funding, legal and regulatory challenges, providers are finding it more difficult
each and every day to recruit and retain a skilled workforce. While this is both a product of the

harsh environment we face here in the Commonwealth and the surging economy that has



unemployment near historical lows, this is the wrong time to present additional hiring challenges

to providers.

In 3-5 years, the baby boomers will age into the demographic most needing of long-term care,

whether that's a nursing facility, personal care home or assisted living residence. It's being

referred to as the 'silver tsunami', and it's coming right for us. Far too often, as I travel the state

and speak with PHCA members, I hear stories of staff leaving this sector for employment in

other sectors. There a number of factors that can lead to a career change for people choosing

careers in long-term s41s-11's not just about the money. The work is among the most difficult

and stressful work conditions that any sector offers, as they are providing care and services to

people who can do very little for themselves, and are often not in the best mindset as they are

unable to care for themselves. It is difficult work, and there are long hours.

A number leave because they are demoralized by the public narrative around long-term aare-
particularly the care provided in nursing facilities. Rather than being praised for their dedication

to caregiving at the glocery store, soccer or baseball field, or at Church on Sundays, they find

themselves defending their profession. One of our 'rock star' administrators left for another

sector because she was spending more time defending her company's practices on the stand in a

courtroom than with her care team planning care and activities for her residents.

pHCA and our members have shared our concerns with the predatory practices of plaintiffs

lawyers who shop for business with scary Ads in newspapers and 'infomercial' type shows and

Ads on TV, and the profound negative impact that it is having on this sector, and they forced the

administrator I'm referencing-someone that any of us should want in charge of the facility

where our loved one is residing-out of the profession.

The discussion today on HB 2549 won't fix any of those challenges. However, it does highlight

the need for legislators to make an investment in our long-tefin care facilities who in turn make

an investment in caring for our seniors-those in the so-called 'greatest generation', many of

whom now need around-the-clock care in a facility. I remain steadfast in my belief that your

support-through funding in the state budget and a regulatory climate that focuses on the

provision of care and outcomes-will enable providers in this sector to recruit, train, hire and

retain that skilled workforce for the impending 'silver tsunami'.

That's one reason why the Older Adult Protective Services Act is so important, both to the

residents relying on facilities for their care every day and the providers delivering that care.

While there are other facets to this proposed legislation, much of what we'Il focus on this

morning centers around the hiring process. We know from conversations with the Chairman and

his advisors that the OAPSA rewrite in HB 2549 is meant to enhance protections for older

Pennsylvanians.



Unfortunately, we believe that this bill as written could do more harm than good to the long-term

care sector in Pennsylvania and the residents needing that care without some revisions that we

believe to be essential.

First, iet's address the newly-proposed tiers of banned employees. Two years ago, PHCA joined

a stakeholder workgroup with other provider groups and advocacy organizations, many of whom

will be testifying over the next two days. We expressed a number of guiding principles for the

drafting of the legislation from the perspective of nursing facilities. The first was that there

should be as few tiers as possible, allowing the hiring process to be simplified for prospective

employees and our human resource departments. As part of that simplified framework, we

requested that that one of those tiers should continue a lifetime ban for certain offenses. We

applaud you for retaining a lifetime ban in HB 2549, as we believe that there are some offenses

that are so egregious and the risk to residents so great that a lifetime ban is warranted. It is our

belief that including four (4) tiers for offenses-lifetime, twenty-five years, ten years, and ltve

years-is unnecessarily burdensome and confusing for employees and providers.

We could spend all day debating the relative merits of the offenses placed in each of the tiers,

and compelling arguments can be made to put a number of the offenses in multiple tiers, but that

would serve little purpose. We think that the more important discussion is the larger point-that
four tiers is too many. PHCA has been supportive of simplified framework, including just two

tiers--a lifetime ban and a ten-year ban. We firmly believe that with the inclusion of a waiver

process that allows an applicant to apply for a waiver almost immediately, multiple tiers address

issues that are rendered moot due to the waiver process. It really can and should be that simple.

Next, I want to focus on the timing of the 'clock' on the emploSrment restriction, which does

matter a great deal. We have heard loud and clear from our members that the clock on the

employment restriction must begin from the date of release or supervision from iail,
probation" work release" and other post-incarceration programs. It should not begin at the

date of conviction, which this legislation is proposing.

Having said that, there are certainly extenuating circumstances that can and should be permitted

to be considered with a prospective employee with an offense interviews with an employer.

We're thrilled to see the concept of a waiver program is included within this bill. We remain

concerned with the proposed structure and timeframe included in the current draft of the

legislation, and we can provide a full mark-up of the Bill for your consideration following this

hearing.

We are also concemed with the length of time allotted for a provisional hire given the addition of
FBI background checks for ALL prospective employees, which renders the 30-day period as

drafted insufficient and unworkable. We cannot implement the legislation as drafted without the

ability to provisionally hire employees for 90 days to ensure that all approvals are received

before the provisionai period ends, and recommend that the legislation be revised to extend the



provisional hire period to 90 days. We have other concerns with this section of the Bill, including

the requirement that the direct supervision by a provisional employee be from another employee

with at least one year of experience. We assume that the intent of this requirement is to ensure

the safety of residents who are receiving care and services from a provisionally hired employee.

If yes, we do not believe that length of service provides any additional protection beyond the

direct supervision requirement. Rather, it creates another administrative burden for employers

without a cornmensurate protection for the resident.

The waiver process included in the Bill is important to ensure that those who can demonstrate

that they should be considered for employment are permitted to be considered. We were pleased

to see that the concept of immunity from civil action for parties involved in the waiver process

was included in the Bill, but were extremely disappointed that language extending immunity to

providers hiring these individuals was not included in the Bill.

Simply stated, we will be forced to oppose any Bill amending OAPSA that does not extent the

protection of immunity to providers making the decision to hire an employee who is only eligible

for employnent due to the waiver process. The legislation includes immunity for financial

institutions and the state agencies and staff reviewing and granting the waivers. The same tvpes

of protections must be extended to providers. I do believe that given the challenges we face in

hiring and retaining skilled, dedicated employees, that long-term care providers will utilize

prospective employees who have successfully obtained a waiver. But, that will only be the case

if there is a provision granting them immunity from civil action in this Bill. I've mentioned a few

times how truly punitive Pennsylvania's legal climate is to long-tefin care providers. Without

immunity, providers likely will not be able to take advantage of the waiver process. It's simply

too risky, and unless it is included in the final version of this legislation, we must oppose the

Bill.

There are other components of this legislation that are simply unclear to us, in terms of processes

or additional requirements. For instance, it seems as if institutional long-term care providers

wouid now be required to make incident reports to HCSIS, or the Home and Community

Services Information System. This has never been a reporting requirement for our members, and

it would add another required step to an already-complicated and burdensome process, forcing

long-term care providers to learn and report to an additional state database.

There is a provision regarding the development of a'service plan' when a report of abuse of

neglect is substantiated on which further discussion is warranted. As examples, we need more

details on how this service plan interacts with an individual's care or service plan in a waiver

program or when being cared for in a nursing facility. With the continued implementation of the

Community HealthChoices (CHC) program, we also need to discuss how this requirementmay

impact the reporting requirements of the plans and providers under CHC.



Additionally, the Bill states that the actual investigation of reports would now be conducted by

the area agency on aging under 'regulations issued by the Department'. Which Department? Are

these new, additional regulations we'llhave to adhere to?

It also appears that all employees will now be required to disclose convictions and offenses to

their employer when this legislation becomes law. The Department will develop a standardized

form to be used by facilities both initially and on an annual basis. The drafting of the Bill makes

it unclear whether all current employees hired under the existing law must complete this form,

when it must be completed, and how exactly the Department will enforce this new regulation.

Keep in mind: a facility with 100 residents will likely have more than 100 employees working.

Every new requirement comes with a cost, and this additional mandate is no different. We need

to understand the intent, how the legislation presumes it will be implemented, and discuss this

further. While it may seem like a common-sense requirement, every additional requirement takes

direct care workers and financial resources away from the bedside at a time with this sector can

least afford it.

There are other elements of this legislation that present challenges or unnecessary burdens on

providers and their employers, and we will provide those in our mark-up of the Bill in the weeks

ahead. While this dialogue has gone on for some time, PHCA believes it important that we take

the time necessary to get this right on the front end.

I'd like to close by formally thanking you Chairman Hennessey for your leadership in drafting,

introducing, and holding this important hearing on House B1112549. As I shared, there are a

number of pieces of the Bill we would like to see amended, and some that we believe to be

essential for us to go on record in support of the Bill. We look forward to working with you on

the Bill as it moves through the legislative process. This is an important policy issue, and we

urge you and the Committee to continue the open dialogue you've had with stakeholders

throughout this process moving forward.

I appreciate the opportunity to provide this testimony today, and will be happy to take any

questions from the Committee.




